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• Applicant: Richard Reeve

• Name of code: EcoSISTEM, previously named as Simulation.jl, (included in 
UK Royal Society's RAMP initiative in response to COVID-19)

• Scientific/technical area: Biology and genetics

• Programming: Julia with MPI and Pthreads parallelism

• Platform: DiRAC - Peta4-Skylake
– 2x16 core Intel Xeon Skylake 6142 at base frequency of 2.6 GHz

• Scale: 32 (1 node) to 96 (3 nodes) processes for strong scaling

• POP collected the performance data, code has been compiled with Intel 
compiler 2017.4 and Intel MPI

• Tools used: Extrae 3.6 & Paraver 4.8

• Input test case is named: CirrusMPIRun.jl
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Background

16/07/2021



• Whole test-case has two parts: 
– Initialization phase with a short 

integration;
– Region of Interest (RoI) with longer 

integration (12 iterations)

• I/O disabled

• Optimization flags used: -O2

• For the POP assessment:
– Nodes have been fully loaded with 

MPI processes;
– Scaling plots and POP metrics ignore 

the initialization phase.
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Code Set-up

16/07/2021

• Configurations used:

– numSpecies = 10,000;
– grid = (100, 100);
– req= 1.0kJ;
– individuals= 100,000;
– area = 1,000,000.0*km^2;
– totalK = 1,000.0kJ/km^2

– burnin = 1 years; 
– times = burnin; 
– timestep = 1 month; 
– record_interval = 3 months;
– repeats = 1



• The problem couldn't be run on more than 3 nodes. The output log is 
described below:

Fatal error in PMPI_Alltoallv: Invalid count, error stack:

➔PMPI_Alltoallv(665): MPI_Alltoallv(sbuf=0x2af73d393040, 
scnts=0x2af6e8dc2e50, sdispls=0x2af711cc9d10, 
dtype=0x4c00083a, rbuf=0x2af740343040, 
rcnts=0x2af6e8e8ceb0, rdispls=0x2af711cc9ff0, 
dtype=0x4c00083a, MPI_COMM_WORLD) failed

➔PMPI_Alltoallv(581): Negative count, value is -10625

Fixed after the POP assessment have been reported to the user: there 
was a bug in memory allocation when the number of processes went 
above sqrt(num. species). It doesn't affect anything up to 100 CPUs.
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Limitation on number of nodes
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● Based on the following data, -O2 flag is used:

                     timing [s]

# of Nodes       1          2        3

               28.11     11.78     6.76   [optimization = -0O]

               12.01      5.64      3.7   [optimization = -02]

Gain [-O2/-O0]  42%       47%       53%

In this experiment, the nodes have been fully loaded with MPI processes. The 
-O2 case is more than 40% faster on all selected cases.
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Optimization performance
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Optimum ratio of threads per process
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The speed-up test is performed on the region of 
interest (RoI), the test-case run for 12 iterations:

1. The run time decreases when increasing the 
number of MPI processes and reducing the number 
of Julia threads to keep a fixed total number of 
threads;

2. By increasing the number of nodes the time 
decreases for all combinations of MPI processes 
and Julia threads;

3. The data shows that 1 thread per MPI process is 
optimal;
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Scaling Plot

16/07/2021

A super-linear speed-up of the MPI fully-
loaded test-cases is observed for the 
Region of Interest (RoI);

The reason is the number of useful 
instructions which decreases while 
increasing the number of nodes. 

Due to the considerations in Slide 4 and 
Slide 6, the reported POP metrics and 
speed-up scaling plot have been computed 
with the nodes fully loaded with MPI 
processes, namely: 32, 64, and 96 MPI 
processes for 1, 2, and 3 nodes 
respectively.
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Identify the region of Interest (RoI)

16/07/2021

Region of Interest (RoI)

Example timeline 
visualized by Paraver. 
Performance data was 
gathered by Extrae on 
one node (32 MPI 
processes and one 
Julia thread per 
process).

Red square identifies 
the region of interest 
(RoI) used for this POP 
 assessment. 
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POP Metrics Terminology
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1. Global efficiency = parallel efficiency * computational efficiency

2. Parallel efficiency = average (useful computation) / runtime
- If the code is perfectly parallelised → runtime = average (useful computation)

        - Useful computation excludes time within MPI

3. Load Balance = average (useful computation) / maximum (useful computation)

4. Communication efficiency = maximum (useful computation) / runtime
- If time overhead of MPI = 0 → runtime = maximum (useful computation)

5. Transfer efficiency = ideal runtime / runtime
-  ideal runtime would be the runtime on an infinite bandwidth and zero latency network

Computation
Scaling
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POP Metrics Terminology

16/07/2021

6. Serialisation efficiency = Measures remaining cost of MPI
- this inefficiency arises because of dependencies between MPI communications

 

7. Computation Scaling = Instruction efficiency * IPC efficiency * Frequency efficiency.
- Ratio of sum of time in useful computation (i.e. excluding time in MPI) relative to the reference 
   case (i.e. 1 Node = 32 MPI processes);

 
IPC scaling = ratio of IPC to the reference;

Instruction scaling = ratio of total number of useful instructions for a reference 
                                            case compared to values when increasing the numbers 

  of processes.

Frequency scaling = ratio of processor average frequencies for a reference 
  case compared to values when increasing the number
  of processes.   

Computation
Scaling
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POP Metrics: strong scaling
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The POP Metrics are expressed 
as percentage. 

Values higher than 80% are 
usually considered good.

Average IPC is good, yet shows 
a small and constant decreasing 
wrt node counts.

Average frequency is very good 
and doesn’t show a significant 
trend wrt node counts.
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POP Metrics: observations

16/07/2021

The Global efficiency increases from 95% to >100% when moving from 1 to 3 nodes:

1.  Computation Scaling (126% on 3 nodes) is the main reason for the gain in Global Efficiency:
- Instruction scaling (131%) is the main source of gain:
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Extrae Traces: structure of one iteration
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Whole RoI timeline (Left), zoom-in section for one iteration step (red-square);

Zoomed for one iteration step magnified (Right);

The structure for an individual iteration can be isolated and characterized: it consists of an initial short Group 
communication phase, followed by a long (85% of total iteration time) computation phase.
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Parallel efficiency: Load Balance (1)
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Ranks (nodes) 32 (1) 64 (2) 96 (3)

Average computation 12.6E6 5.3E6 3.3E6

Maximum computation 12.9E6 5.5E6 3.5E6

Load Balance (see pag. 11) 97.77 96.55 94.34

Total number of Useful Inst. 2.1E12 1.7E12 1.6E12

Max number of Useful Inst. 6.6E10 2.7E10 1.7E10

Min  number of Useful Inst. 6.3E10 1.8E10 4.E9

Table shows the statistics for the Computation in [us] and number of useful instructions for 32, 64, and 96 ranks, respectively. From 
the definition of Load balance for Multiplicative Metrics:
 

LB = Avg. comp / Max. comp .

The total number of Useful instructions drops wrt the number of ranks. The ratio of min to max number of useful instruction 
increases from 5%, 30%, to 75%.
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Parallel efficiency: Load Balance (2)
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Figure shows a 2 iteration steps zoom of the Useful duration timeline window for 32, 64, and 96 ranks, respectively. Only four ranks 
per each test case are shown to better identify the least loaded rank, in all cases the last rank has less and less calculations to 
perform. 

1 node case (32 ranks) 2 node case (64 ranks) 3 node case (96 ranks)

    1st step                2nd step

<-------------------> <------------------>
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Parallel efficiency: MPI Communication
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Table on the left shows the statistics for the MPI calls for 32, 64, and 96 
ranks, respectively. 
Only four ranks per each test case are used to better identify the pattern. In all 
cases, the last rank is included. MPI_Alltoallv is the most time consuming MPI 
call, its average impact increases from 4%, to 14%, up to 27% on 32, 64, and 
96 ranks, respectively. 
On the last rank the impact of MPI_Alltoallv is more important, from 8.5%, to 
32%, to 71% with a consequent reduction of time outside MPI (from 90%, to 
66%, to 27%).

The same pattern persists when ALL ranks are used as shown on the bottom 
table. Only Outside MPI and MPI_Alltoallv values are shown since they 
account for more than 80% of total time.

32 ranks 64 ranks 96 ranks
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Computation Scaling: IPC scaling

16/07/2021

Table shows the statistics for the average values of useful IPC for 32, 64, and 96 ranks, respectively. By increasing the number of 
ranks the IPC decreases, meaning the efficiency of processor cycles decreases.

The Average IPC values decrease constantly with node counts, with a relative lost rate of 3% passing from one to two nodes, and 
2% from two to three nodes. Similar rates can be observed for both the Min and Max values.

Ranks
(nodes) 32 (1) 64 (2) 96 (3)

Avg 1.75 1.70 1.67

Max 1.77 1.73 1.70

Min 1.71 1.65 1.62
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Computation Scaling: IPC scaling

16/07/2021

The region with low IPC is where the matrix splitting computation and sending happen. Each rank reads a row of the initial matrix 
and a non-contiguous block of the columns, by increasing the number of ranks also the number of non-contiguous blocks 
increase. 

Figure Left: Useful IPC for two iterations, 1 node case is shown. Figure Right: L3 total cache misses per 1000 instructions is shown. 
In both timeline windows only four ranks are presented to clearly visualize the relation. At the end of each iteration, a low IPC region 
is observed (blue on the right figure).
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Computation Scaling: Clustering analysis
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From the timeline window (bottom right plot) two phases can be identified: a longer compute 
phase (green) and a small one, after the MPI collective call (yellow). 

A significant reduction of instructions for the green phase is shown on the top left plot, a 
correlated reductions on the IPC and number of conditional branch instructions mispredicted is 
shown on the bottom central and left panels, respectively.  X-axis is for the 32, 64, and 96 ranks 
cases, respectively.
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POP Metrics: Conclusions and Recommendations

16/07/2021

The Global efficiency increases from 95% to >100% when moving from 1 to 3 nodes. The reason is the high 
Computation Scaling of the RoI;

Parallel efficiency drops down due to:
 - Load balance decreases due to last rank having less instructions to execute;

- Transfer efficiency is the main source of inefficiency, due to the increase in the time spend on MPI_Alltoallv 
          while increasing number of nodes;

Recommendations

1. Fully load a node with MPI processes rather than using Julia threads; 

2. Use optimization flags to speed-up the calculations (eg.: optimize=2 same as -O2);

3. Consider modify the algorithm to improve load balance and transfer efficiency; 

4. Improve, if possible, the IPC efficiency for the small cluster immediately after each iteration step;

5. Apply for a new POP assessment to scale the code on higher number of Nodes now that the error 

           on 3 nodes has been fixed;  
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Contact:
https://www.pop-coe.eu
mailto:pop@bsc.es@POP_HPC

This project has received funding from the European Union‘s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under 
grant agreement No 676553 and 824080. 

Performance Optimisation and Productivity
A Centre of Excellence in HPC
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Appendix: instrument Extrae with MPI Julia

16/07/2021

1. Load Extrae and Julia modules (in this case Julia 1.4 and Extrae 3.6.1);

2. Instrument the machine to point to the right configuration:

# total number of Julia threads per process
export JULIA_NUM_THREADS=8

# set the system-provided MPI implementation
export JULIA_MPI_BINARY=system

# set the application binary implementation used by the MPI
export JULIA_MPI_ABI=MPICH

# execute the Extrea script
export EXTRAE_HOME=/usr/local/software/extrae
source ${EXTRAE_HOME}/etc/extrae.sh

3. Instruct Extrae-related variables and load the MPI library:

export EXTRAE_CONFIG_FILE=extrae.xml
export JULIA_MPI_LIBRARY=${EXTRAE_HOME}/lib/libmpitracecf.so

4. Run our MPI Julia application:

julia -e 'import Pkg; Pkg.add("MPI"); Pkg.build("MPI")'
julia -e 'import Pkg; Pkg.precompile()' 
export EXTRAE_ON=1
srun julia --project=@. MPIapp.jl
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